Amelia Earhart: Aviator Extraordinaire!

Earhart President of the Ninety-Nine
Fall 1932
By Alex

Today Amelia Earhart is elected President of the Ninety-Nine. Her prior accomplishments include being the first to fly non-stop, coast-to-coast. She also broke the women’s speed record and was the first woman to fly solo across the Atlantic.

Amelia Earhart, First Woman to Fly Coast to Coast!
By Aleksi

Amelia Earhart flies Pacific to Atlantic! 9 hours 5 minutes. Wow! How did she do it? First the Atlantic, now the Pacific and the Atlantic?! Amazing!!

Amelia Earhart Started the Flight Around the World
By Stepan

This morning she flew to be the first woman to fly around the world. Amelia said goodbye to her husband this morning.

Earhart Flies Coast to Coast
By Andrew

Amelia Earhart is the first woman to fly coast to coast nonstop. It took her only 14 hours and 12 minutes. Wow! That’s a record.
Amelia Earhart Began Flight!
June 1st, 1937
By Devon

Amelia Earhart is planning to be the first person to fly around the world! She started in Miami, Florida. She’s now heading to San Juan. She has already flown across the Atlantic!

"I have a feeling that there is just about one more good flight left in my system and I hope this trip is it. Anyway when I have finished this job, I mean to give up long-distance "stunt" flying."
Amelia Earhart
May 21, 19

Travelers Fear the Bermuda Triangle!

Where is Flight 19?
December 5, 1945
By Aleksi

Flight 19, gone. Vanished. Poof. Another plane was sent to find it, but it vanished to, right over the Bermuda Triangle! It is thought that the compass lost readings. There were 14 Navel airmen on it. What is the problem? What is your theory?

BREAKING NEWS!

Earhart Disappeared!
By Seamus

Amelia Earhart disappeared on her trip to Howland Island! The last reception anybody got is “We are looking for you.” Howland is a tiny island two miles wide and one mile long. Her trip around the world has failed as of her disappearance. A search party has been sent out by President Roosevelt.

The Marine Sulphur Queen has Disappeared
February 4, 1963
By Andrew

The Marine Sulphur Queen has disappeared in the Bermuda Triangle. They were heading from Texas to Baltimore. They fond pieces of wreckage near Florida.
**USS Cyclops Disappears**  
March 1918  
By Seamus

The Cyclops, a 19,360-ton coal ship, disappeared in the Bermuda Triangle without a trace with a crew of 300. It had a radio but no SOS came. No debris has been found. The disappearance has no known reason except perhaps to the 300 people on it. A search is still on.

![USS Cyclops](image)

**The PBY-6A Catalina Vanished over the Bermuda Triangle**  
June 1986  
By Alexandra

The PBY-6A Catalina was flying to Bermuda to Florida. Then the radio broke and a cloud covered them, and made the crew blind for several hours. Then all of the sudden the radio was working! But then they disappeared in the Bermuda Triage.

![PBY-6A Catalina](image)

**Douglas Dc-3 is missing without trace**  
December 28  
By Devon

Yesterday the Douglas Dc-3 airplane disappeared over the Bermuda triangle. It was going to Miami, Florida from Puerto Rico. It was carrying 32 people on it. We don’t know what happened to it, but they are trying to find out where, what, and why it happened, and the search is still going.

![Douglas Dc-3](image)

**Star Ariel and Star Tiger disappeared**  
January 17 1949  
By: Stepan

Star Tiger and Star Ariel were launched in 1948 and 1949 heading to Bermuda. They disappeared over the Bermuda Triangle. Star Tiger had a crew of 6 crewmembers and 25 passengers. One theory is that they ran out of fuel and got lost.
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Escape from Alcatraz?

June 2\textsuperscript{nd}, 1962
By Disappearing Acts Class

Three men have disappeared from Alcatraz! Frank Morris and John and Clarence Anglin escaped by digging holes through the deteriorated cement. They fooled the guards by creating fake heads, which make it look like the men were in bed. Life jackets and a raft, which were made from raincoats, were meant to help with the escape.

Allen West, another prisoner, bragged that he planned the whole getaway and is now in isolation. West claimed that the escapees were headed for Angel Island, but they have not been found. The search will continue even though the men may be dead. Alcatraz officials warned San Francisco residents to beware of these dangerous criminals.

Not even “The Rock” is inescapable!

WANTED
Have you seen these men?
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